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Context: 

James Ramsey Ullman wrote Banner in the Sky in 1955 and won the Newberry Medal of Honor for the book. He was 
a member of the first American expedition to climb Mount Everest.  

 

Setting 

Takes place in a town in Switzerland in 1865- the year the Matterhorn was first climbed historically. Much of the 
action takes place on the town’s highest mountain, the Citadel. Rudi works for a hotel in town, the Beau Site. It is 
summertime, but cold and snowy up on the mountains. Atmosphere of fear: superstitious about the mountain because 
Josef Matt died on the mountain. He was their best climber, so they believe that there must be demons there if he 
could not climb it.  

Mountains are usually symbolic for a struggle or obstacle that may not be physical, but emotional or spiritual.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Characters  

Rudi Matt: Longs to climb the Citadel. Wants to be a guide and live up to his father’s example, but struggles with 
choosing his own desires over those of others. Others view him as immature and little, but he steps up to the 
challenge. The other young guides call him “Angel-face” because he is skinnier and leaner than the other boys. Really 
cares about his reputation. Doesn’t want to be a “bundle of firewood” so he can prove himself to the other guides.  

Josef Matt: Never gave up and risked his own life to save his Herr on the Citadel; brave and dedicated; rather save 
somebody else’s life; the archetype of a good guide – a good guide never seeks his own glory over his Herr or 
abandons his Herr; there is a shrine at the foot of the mountain dedicated to his father where Rudi always stops and 
prays  

Franz Lerner (Rudi’s uncle): cares a lot about his sister, Rudi’s mother; doesn’t want Rudi to climb mountains; he is 
the best guide in Kurtal, but he doesn’t let Rudi climb mountains to protect his sister, a little proud like Emil Saxo 
because he has to overcome the rivalry of the towns in order to make the climb 

Ilse Matt (Rudi’s mother): very affectionate, but does not want Rudi to climb mountains because his father died on the 
mountain and she is afraid the same will happen to her son; a little controlling of Rudi’s future; has decided that he 
will now wash dishes and later work in the hotel industry.  

Captain Winter: An Englishman, has an outsider’s perspective – not involved in the Kurtal vs. Broli tension, 
persistent, wanted to keep on climbing even when he is sick; dedicated; the motivating force behind the climb of the 
Citadel, dreamed of it since he was a child; a strong leader who takes pride in Rudi’s accomplishments; Rudi looks up 
to him and saved his life at the beginning of the story 

Teo Zurbriggen (Old Teo): Climbed with Josef Matt and was injured and paralyzed on one side of his body when he 
was sent down to get help; he is Rudi’s employer but encourages everyone to give Rudi a chance. Trains Rudi when 
Rudi messes up. 



 

Emil Saxo: selfish and prideful, prejudiced against the people of Kurtal; he’s from the neighboring village of Broli; he 
abandons everyone to make the final climb for himself; he prevents Rudi from ultimately climbing. A coward.   

The Citadel? 
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PLOT 

SETTING  
See notes above 

CONFLICT 
Man vs. Self: Will Rudi be a good guide? A good man?  
Man vs Man: Will Rudi’s mother allow him to climb the 
mountain. 
Man vs. Nature: Can the Citadel be climbed?  

Climax: 
Man vs. Nature: Rudi discovers that the 

mountain is not evil but his father’s 
mountain. 

Man vs. Self: Rudi stays to help Saxo 
and bring him down the mountain instead 

of summiting. 

Denouement:   
 

Winter and Franz summit the 
mountain and leave Rudi’s father’s 
shirt and staff at the top. Exhausted, 
Rudi is lowered down the mountain 

like a “bundle of firewood.”  

Exposition:   
 

Rudi is stuck washing dishes at 
the Beau Site Hotel, but he 

escapes when Teo isn’t looking to 
go climb the mountain. 

Conclusion: 
 

Rudi leaves the celebration to go 
finish the dishes.  

CHARACTERS 
See notes above 

 Rising Action:   
While on his adventure, he finds Captain Winter 
stuck in a crevasse. He saves his life, and Winter 
then convinces Franz and Ilse to let Rudi come on 
a minor climb. But Rudi falls and needs saving 
because he wants to prove that he can find another 
route. Teo reprimands him and trains him on how 
to help others climb. Rudi sees that Winter is 
going to climb the Citadel with Saxo and runs 
away to join them. Rudi climbs up alone and is 
stuck on the Fortress when a storm kicks up.  THEME: 

 
A good, brave man is willing to 
lay down his life for others. A 

good man is humble.  


